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Welcome to the relaunch of Countrycare Kids! Here’s 
what you can expect from the Autumn 2021 issue…

Some great puzzles
Insects Vs Arachnids
Fascinating facts about… Bats
Learning about the Wild Service Tree Leaf

P.S How many little hedgehogs can you find hidden in this edition?
Here’s one to get you started…

Autumn is nearly here
Autumn is nearly upon us, officially starting on Wednesday 22nd 

September, lots of changes in wildlife will be happening soon. 
Autumn is linked to food in many ways, in Europe this is generally 

the time of the Harvest, while in nature animals are doing the same, 
gathering food to see them through the winter. Some animals go a 

step further by eating plenty of food preparing themselves for a long 
rest, Hibernation. Others decide to skip the Winter altogether and 
flee the country for warming climates, Migration - some birds and 

butterflies head towards the equator.
In the treetops other changes are happening, the leaves are 

changing colour and falling from the trees…why?  When green, the 
leaves are working for the tree, using green chlorophyll to process 
sunlight into sugars which “feed” the plant. However, come winter, 

when the days are darker and temperatures colder, the tree absorbs 
this green chlorophyll and stores it for next year. As the green 

chlorophyll is removed we get to see the rest of the leaf and its 
colour. Once they have changed colour they will begin to fall off the 

tree as it no longer has any use for them. It will start afresh in 
Spring. 



Insect Vs Arachnid
Did you know that spiders are not insects? They are Arachnids, there 

are some very important differences and some similarities too.

Ants, butterflies, beetles and mosquitos are all examples of insects; 
whereas spiders, scorpions and ticks are examples of arachnids. The 
most obvious difference between the two types of animals is that all 

the insects have six legs, whereas all the arachnids have eight legs! 
Insects have three body sections: Head, Thorax, Abdomen; however, 

the arachnids have two body sections: Head fused with the thorax and 
the Abdomen. 

Another difference is that Arachnids do not have antennae but insects 
do. The antennae allow the insects to taste, feel and smell. Arachnids 
do have some extra bits that insects don’t, one example is pedipalps 

(or pincers) which help the arachnids to eat. 
There are some similarities too, both insects and arachnids have eyes, 

both have jointed (bendy) legs, and neither have a backbone as they 
are invertebrates! 

Can you link each of these features to the correct animal, some 
features may need to be linked to both! 



Fascinating facts about… Bats!
Can you find the words in BOLD on this page in the word search? 

There are around 1300 SPECIES of bat in the world. 18 
of these can be found in the UK.
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Bats are NOT blind! They just 
use their ears more than their 
eyes especially when hunting 
they use echolocation (ECHO)!

Only three species of BAT drink 
blood (VAMPIRE Bats), but they 

are only found in America and 
only feed from cattle 

and horses. 

Bats are the only 
MAMMAL that can 
fly. 

Common Pipistrelle bats eat around 3000 INSECTS each night

Bats are under threat from 
EXTINCTION and need help 
from humans! All British bats 
are protected by LAW, it is an 
offense to harm or disturb 
bats.  

When WINTER arrives, bats 
will cool their body 
temperature and begin 
hibernation

September is a great month to observe bats because it starts to 
get dark relatively early, so we can often see them flying over 

gardens or other green space as they hunt. 



Learning the Leaves: Wild Service Tree
As you may notice leaves adorn this background, they are the leaves of the 
Wild Service Tree. This deciduous (loses its leaves in Autumn) broadleaved 

tree has shiny grey/brown twigs and small, green, pea-like buds. From 
these buds, lobed green leaves grow, they turn copper-red before falling to 

the ground in Autumn. These trees are becoming increasingly rare but 
have huge value to wildlife, insects appreciate the flower nectar, birds 
enjoy the berries and moth caterpillars feed on the leaves of the tree. 

Can you rearrange these anagrams to deduce the hidden words? All the 
words have been used in the passage above. 
D C U U O S D E I = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

L E V A E S =  _ _ _ _ _ _
N C A T R E =  _ _ _ _ _ _ 

B R E R E I S =  _ _ _ _ _ _ _

We hope you have enjoyed the Autumn 2021 Edition of Countrycare Kids 
(the relaunch), check back in with us in a few months for the Winter edition 

and we can see what has changed in nature. 
Have a look at our website (eppingforestdc.gov.uk/Countrycare), visit some 

of our great nature reserves and enjoy Autumn. 
Until next time, 

The Countrycare Team 

Answers
There are 8 hedgehogs hiding throughout this edition-did you find them all?
Anagrams: 1= Deciduous, 2= Leaves, 3= Nectar, 4. Berries
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